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COVID-19 has been a sustained and global crisis with a strong continual impact on daily life. Staying accurately
informed about COVID-19 has been key to personal and communal safety, especially for essential workers—
individuals whose jobs have required them to go into work throughout the pandemic—as their employment
has exposed them to higher risks of contracting the virus. Through 14 semi-structured interviews, we explore
how essential workers across industries navigated the COVID-19 information landscape to get up-to-date
information in the early months of the pandemic. We find that essential workers living through a sustained
crisis have a broad set of information needs. We summarize these needs in a framework that centers 1) fulfilling
job requirements, 2) assessing personal risk, and 3) keeping up with crisis news coverage. Our findings also
show that the sustained nature of COVID-19 crisis coverage led essential workers to experience breaking
points and develop coping strategies. Additionally, we show how workplace communications may act as a
mediating force in this process: lack of adequate information in the workplace caused workers to struggle with
navigating a contested information landscape, while consistent updates and information exchanges at work
could ease the stress of information overload. Our findings extend the crisis informatics field by providing
contextual knowledge about the information needs of essential workers during a sustained crisis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a sustained crisis like few before, and has presented unique
challenges for people seeking vital information. On a daily basis, people have had to navigate a
rich and complex information landscape to make decisions that impact their health, as well as the
health of their communities and the world.
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Essential workers in fundamental industries have particularly needed accurate, timely, and
relevant information about COVID-19 to keep themselves and their communities safe. While many
U.S. employees worked remotely, 40% of the population held essential in-person job functions when
the pandemic began [43]. Early work suggests that these essential workers are more at risk of
exposure and death from COVID-19 [8, 18, 21], and often belong to underserved socioeconomic
and racial populations [36, 43, 53]. Research into the experiences of healthcare workers during
the COVID-19 outbreak has consistently found balancing personal safety with pursuing vital job
functions increased stress levels [4, 47]. The speed of changing guidelines, uncertainty surrounding
new information, and lack of a standard approach for information sharing at work compounded
this stress and led workers to seek out news outlets and social media to fill perceived knowledge
gaps [47, 56, 68, 75].

When essential workers turned to outside sources of information to learn about COVID-19, they
contended with a unique and politically contested information landscape. Emergent work posits
that where most crises are localized (e.g. natural disasters) and short-term (e.g. terrorist attacks),
COVID-19 presents a unique situation to understand what happens to information ecosystems
when a crisis is sustained and global [40]. Crisis events trigger specific information behaviors and
increase information seeking as people seek up-to-date, locally relevant information [7, 19, 29, 58],
but little is known about how those behaviors develop over time in a sustained crisis. Studies on
COVID-19 information seeking behaviors thus far have found that keeping up with COVID-19
news can induce significant stress, and that reliance on social media for news consumption is tied
to more extreme information overload, anxiety, and avoidance [2, 61]. Factors that contribute to
these negative mental health outcomes associated with high media exposure may include the rapid
politicization of the topic [28], high prevalence of misinformation online [78], and uncertainty
around effects and spread of the virus [39]. However, we do not know how this complex COVID-19
information landscape was navigated by essential workers, or how their information seeking
behaviors might be impacted by workplace communications or increased personal risk perceptions.
In this work, we qualitatively investigated the information work and practices of essential

workers in the U.S. and their interactions with the COVID-19 information landscape. We sought to
understand how essential workers encountered COVID-19 information in and out of the workplace,
and how they made sense of and acted on COVID-19 information. During 14 semi-structured, in-
depth interviews conducted from May to July 2020, we asked participants about their information
work and practices around COVID-19. We then used thematic analysis inspired by grounded
theory [13, 70] to identify salient themes. Our findings contextualize the information landscape
in a sustained crisis, and explore how information needs at work influence external information
seeking behaviors. We synthesize our findings into a framework of worker information needs,
which centers the need to 1) fulfill job requirements, 2) assess personal risk, and 3) keep up with
crisis news coverage. This framework can be used by future scholars and practitioners to guide
work assessing crisis information adequacy in the workplace.

2 BACKGROUND
The arrival of the COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) virus in the U.S. was sudden and massive. Although the
virus had already had an impact abroad, the first known case of community spread of COVID-19
on U.S. soil occurred on February 26th 2020 [16]. COVID-19 was declared a pandemic on March
11th 2020 by the World Health Organization [65]. Two months later, on May 28th 2020, the U.S.
death toll surpassed 100,000 [65], higher than every other country in the world [6].
At the time of this research, COVID-19 has had an impact on nearly all aspects of normal life

for over a year in the U.S. Due to the exponential rate of infection and unknown initial mortality
rate or long-term health effects, many businesses, schools, and venues rapidly shut. As businesses
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closed, unemployment reached 14.8% in April 2020, a rate not seen in the U.S. since the Great
Depression [60]. Of the people who maintained employment, all who could were ordered to
work from home, and estimates suggest 62% of American workers had done so by May 2020 [30].
Throughout this time, workers deemed “essential” continued to work despite great uncertainty.

This paper focuses on the impacts of the COVID-19 virus in the months after the virus spread in
the U.S. We interviewed participants between May and July 2020, as they were adjusting to a crisis
event while continuing to provide essential labor.

2.1 COVID-19 in the Context of Crisis Informatics
In times of crisis, people exhibit unique information needs and increased information seeking
behavior which have been observed on traditional and social media [5, 46, 57, 58]. In past crises,
traditional media have been used to access reliable information from trusted authorities, whereas
social media has been used to seek information about how friends and family are being affected [7].
A rich body of work has explored how people use social media in times of crisis to get information
quickly, provide resources for people impacted by a crisis, and to confer vital information to
authorities at scale [14, 29, 67].
In the past, crisis informatics researchers have studied the information behaviors associated

with crisis events ranging in time scale from shorter (e.g. terrorist attacks [29]) to longer-term (e.g.
natural disasters like earthquakes [19]), hurricanes [33], or floods [25, 32]). Dynes first outlined eight
socio-temporal stages of disaster, and Rahmi et al. identified that people’s information needs are
most acute leading up to and at the peak of a crisis [20, 49]. These temporal stages are reflected on
social media, where crises precipitate periods of increased activity and hazard-related information
spreads quickly [44, 63], which can last longer in multi-day crises (e.g. [25, 32, 33]). However, the
prolonged duration of COVID-19 has not yet allowed, at the time of this research, for a shift to the
post-crisis phase. COVID-19 has surfaced questions about whether workers’ information behaviors
experience a return to normal when they remain in a sustained state of crisis.

Work on previous pandemics offers a glimpse into expectations of information seeking behavior
during COVID-19. News coverage of previous emerging infectious diseases has tended to lead people
to rapidly and briefly seek information, a behavior that has been tied to increased anxiety [72, 74].
The 2009 H1N1 (“swine flu”) pandemic, for example, saw “rapid and short-lived” heightened anxiety
tied to information seeking behavior [72]. Further relevant prior work explores the information
needs of farmers during the 2001 UK foot-and-mouth disease outbreak [26]. Though this disease
impacted animals, it resembled COVID-19: farmers isolated to prevent spread, the impact on a large
community of rural farmers was severe, and the crisis lasted for several months. Hagar identified
that farmers’ information needs changed through time, they sought information from traditional
and non-traditional channels, and they had trouble extracting locally pertinent information from
the national media narrative [26].
However, the information landscape surrounding COVID-19 has been unique in its intensity,

longevity, and political character. COVID-19 has had a wide-reaching impact on information work
and practices: news usage increased significantly in April and May 2020, with 78% of people in
the U.S. getting COVID-19 related information online, followed by TV, social media, radio, and
newspapers [45]. Newspapers launched sections devoted to COVID-19 coverage, data tools to
track COVID-19 spread in specific areas, and adopted different financial models to keep the public
informed of new COVID-19 developments. The combination of increased news consumption,
uncertainty around spread and treatment of the virus, and prevalence of COVID-19 content across
media platforms was quickly deemed an “infodemic” — a state of rapid and constant information
propagation at a large scale, with rampant and hard-to-control misinformation narratives [2, 78].
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COVID-19 coverage also rapidly became politicized and polarized [28], with a clear partisan split
resulting in different adherence to COVID-19 guidelines [32].

The barrage of information covering COVID-19 contributed to information overload, heightened
anxiety, and information fatigue among the public. Studies have established a link between the
amount and uncertainty of information conveyed about COVID-19 via the media and negative
mental health outcomes such as anxiety, depression, and loneliness [2, 34, 61, 66]. Researchers have
also identified that increased media exposure and attention can be linked to higher risk perceptions
(personal feelings of vulnerability to COVID-19) [23]. As the onslaught of information lasted over
months, scholars feared that people may become desensitized to receiving information about
COVID-19, and adherence to public guidelines may decline [35]. Since, there has been mounting
evidence that people have started to suffer from information fatigue and may avoid new information
about COVID-19 [15].

In all, though there have been other large-scale natural disasters and previous pandemics, COVID-
19 is the first whose impact is felt so intensely and over such a sustained period of time in the U.S.
Previous pandemics took place in a different information landscape than what we have today, and
timely access to reliable COVID-19 information has been vital to contain the spread of disease. In
this context, the information behaviors of essential workers were particularly salient, as they were
a more vulnerable population and key to the continued functioning of society. This paper seeks
to provide a rich and nuanced understanding of how essential worker’s information behaviors
adapted to a state of continual and omnipresent crisis in a contested media environment.

2.2 Essential Workers
The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Agency, which defines national standards for essential workers,
has labelled sixteen sectors as “essential critical infrastructure.” [1]. The agency labels essential
workers as “workers who conduct a range of operations and services that may be essential to
continued critical infrastructure operations.” Essential roles identified by the agency span retail,
manufacturing, healthcare, transportation, construction, accommodation and food, and more. Esti-
mates suggest that essential workers make up approximately 40% of the U.S. adult population [43].
A growing body of work, primarily centered on healthcare workers, evidences that essential

workers were placed under significant strain during the COVID-19 pandemic. Multiple qualitative
and quantitative studies have demonstrated that essential workers across countries were more
likely to suffer from anxiety and depression [12, 41, 68]. Among the primary reasons for poor
mental health among essential workers were fear for personal safety, increased workloads, and
the emotional toll of their work [4, 22, 27, 31, 41, 47]. Mental distress among essential workers
was particularly acute for Black and Hispanic workers [24]. While some studies have found that
healthcare workers face no higher risk of contracting COVID-19 through their work [9], some
studies suggest that frontline workers in other industries were more likely to contract COVID-
19 than non-essential workers [21, 37]. These stressors also disproportionally impacted already
vulnerable communities, as essential workers are on average less educated, have lower wages, and
consist of proportionally more minorities and immigrants [11].
Studies about essential workplaces during COVID-19 have tended to focus on the overall im-

plementation of safety protocols, which may include how protocols and COVID-19 updates are
communicated to employees. During the COVID-19 crisis, employees across industries desired
timely, transparent, and comprehensive communication from their companies about any impact to
their role or expected duties [38, 76]. Although workplaces largely implemented some COVID-19
policies to protect employees and continue operating, current work suggests these were not imple-
mented everywhere and were not always effective [50, 52, 76]. A survey of grocery store employees
in the U.S. found that although only 58% of grocery story employers conducted COVID-19 employee
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training and only 39.5% of employers sent employee positive case updates, these communication
practices increased worker’s sense of safety at work [17]. Early trends indicate that the quality and
consistency of information shared by employers of essential workers may also have been tied to
mental health outcomes [22].

However, we have limited information about the relationship between the guidance that essential
workers received from their workplaces and their broader information behaviors. There is some
theoretical grounding for the belief that heightened risk in the workplace changed information
behavior: a 2008 study of workers in a manufacturing plant found that perceptions of risk and ability
to stay safe at work impacted worker desire to seek safety information [54]. In the context of COVID-
19, inconsistent workplace safety guidance or training has been reported in numerous studies and
industries [17, 50], but few explore the downstream effects of how this may impact essential worker
information behaviors generally. Early work has found that home health aides caring for vulnerable
patients felt a need to supplement information about COVID-19 provided by their employer with
independent research [68]. In our work, we explore how factors of workplace communications and
essential worker risk perceptions impact information seeking and consumption behaviours in and
out of the workplace.

3 METHODS
To gain a deeper understanding of the experiences of essential workers in the U.S., we conducted a
series of semi-structured virtual interviews with 14 essential workers across fundamental industries.
We analyzed the interviews using inductive thematic analysis inspired by grounded theory [13, 70].
These procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Cornell University.

Participants were recruited using multiple methods. An initial round of participants was recruited
via personal connections. During this early phase, we also reached out to grocery stores local to
the authors of this study to offer this study opportunity to interested employees. The pandemic
constraints made both types of recruiting slow and difficult. We used targeted advertising on
Facebook to expand and speed up recruitment, which proved more successful. Rapid-response
research such as this sometimes requires smaller sample sizes and uneven recruiting, which affected
ourmethodology [3]. In all, four participants were recruited throughword-of-mouth, one participant
through direct outreach to stores, and nine through Facebook Ads. P1-P4 were interviewed in May
2020, P5-P6 in June 2020, and the rest in July 2020.

We used simple criteria to include participants in this study: whether the person is over 18 years
of age, located in the U.S., and was required by their workplace to continue to go into their place
of employment. To be eligible, participants self-identified as having “physically gone into work
for the duration of the pandemic.” Our participants all meet the official definition of an essential
worker established by the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Agency [1]. Further, they would all be
considered frontline workers by Blau et al., whose work defines frontline workers as employees
who completed over half of their work in person during the early stages of the pandemic [11].
Among our fourteen participants, three worked in emergency or first responder roles (P1, P2, P4),
four were healthcare essential workers (P4, P7, P10, P14), and ten were non-healthcare essential
workers. None of our participants served in managerial roles.

We took several ethical considerations into account. To protect participants’ health, interviews
were conducted remotely via Zoom. Participants could choose whether they wished to be inter-
viewed via video or audio only, and were compensated $15 for a 45 minute interview. At the start
of each interview, we obtained verbal consent to record, made it clear to participants they could
stop the interview or skip any question at any time, and guaranteed anonymity.
Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics of each of our participants. Participants

entered gender into a free-form text box, which we consolidated. To protect participants’ privacy,
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Table 1. Study Participants

Participant
ID Occupation Gender Age Population

of City/Town State

P1 Law enforcement M 25-34 100-250k Indiana
P2 Emergency responder M 25-34 100-250k Utah
P3 Transportation engineer M 25-34 100-250k Georgia
P4 Emergency responder M 35-44 <5k Colorado
P5 Grocery store employee F 55-64 5-50k New York
P6 Grocery store employee F 35-44 250k-500k Florida
P7 Healthcare worker F 45-54 250k-500k Florida
P8 Grocery store employee F 45-54 250k-500k Florida
P9 Flight attendant F 25-34 >1M California
P10 Healthcare worker M 25-34 250k-500k Pennsylvania
P11 Grocery store employee F 25-34 >1M New York
P12 Non-profit worker F 55-64 250k-500k Georgia
P13 Factory worker F 25-34 >1M California
P14 Healthcare worker M 25-34 <5k Texas

we do not disclose their exact location and have abstracted their job title. To limit the number of
drop-offs from Facebook Ads, we chose not to ask about more sensitive topics that included race,
income, and political leaning and we do not report these. A follow-up email was sent to gather
political alignment, but only five participants responded and further efforts to gather demographic
information were halted.
We used semi-structured interviews to dive deeper into each participant’s engagement with

COVID-19 coverage, including a contextual inquiry. Interviews were conducted by the first author,
lasted 33 minutes to an hour, and averaged 44 minutes in length. We designed the interview
protocol to systematically evaluate the ways that each participant keeps up-to-date with COVID-19
information. During the interviews, the participants were prompted to assess and talk through
the information sources through which they heard COVID-19 news. In particular, we asked each
candidate about how they engage with COVID-19 information through their workplace, traditional
media, social media, and social circles.

We used an inductive thematic analysis approach inspired by grounded theory [13, 70] to analyze
the interviews. Two of the authors began by separately open coding P1 and P2 interviews, then
met to align on emerging themes. The first author then created an affinity map of all of the open
codes, merging codes together into larger themes. This hierarchical code book was discussed and
iterated upon by all authors. The first author then proceeded to use the code book to code P13 and
P14, adding any new themes, before applying the code book to all remaining interviews. For the
analysis of the coded transcripts, we began with making sense of the code frequencies and creating
code matrices to compare co-occurrences of codes in the same interviews. The codes and analysis
were then discussed by all authors and consolidated into meaningful themes.

4 FINDINGS
Our analysis yielded three central information needs of essential workers in the early months
of the pandemic. Worker information needs included 1) the need to receive information to fulfill
job requirements, 2) the need to receive information to assess personal risk, and 3) the need to
stay informed of current events without sacrificing mental health. These information needs were
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impacted by the sustained and global aspects of the crisis, and will be present for future crises of
this magnitude.

4.1 Workers needed information to fulfill their job requirements
Most directly related to their employment, participants needed to be kept informed of how the
ongoing crisis impacted their day-to-day job requirements. Most participants primarily only needed
to know about protocol changes (e.g. mask wearing, distancing guidelines), but some received
additional COVID-19 updates (e.g. daily local case count tallies) or information to convey to others
(e.g. reasoning behind protocols to enforce).

Participants reported drastic variations in how their employers communicated COVID-19 in-
formation. Official communication channels included in-person indications (e.g. posters, safety
officers, or meetings) and remote communication (emails and sometimes text). Custom tools were
also adapted, as P13 and P9 mentioned that the machine they logged into before starting their
work duties was amended to include COVID-19 safety protocols. Some employers also used more
informal communication to supplement official channels, such as creating social media groups
for employee discussions. The workplace methods of communications were grounded in existing
channels used to convey information to employees before the pandemic.

4.1.1 Communicating protocol changes. All participants reported receiving information from their
employers about job protocol changes. Protocol changes usually outline an action that the worker
must take; the most commonly reported protocol changes in our study included mask wearing,
social distancing, and cleaning guidelines.
In all, nine of the 14 participants stated that they were generally content with the way their

workplace communicated new COVID-19 protocols. In particular, participants felt that consistent
and frequent communication helped them feel up-to-date: P5 stated that “the emails that go out are
timely and contain the information I need to know” and P4 similarly expressed “They were doing a
pretty good job of emailing us on like a four or five day base rate.”

Participants reported that consistent guidelines made adhering to protocols easier, while imple-
menting rapidly changing instructions could be challenging. For example, P10 said that protocol
changes are “not very frequent, so that’s a good part about it” while P6 says she did not feel the
need for additional workplace guidance because “it really hasn’t changed – we all know that we’re
supposed to stay six feet apart and social distance, so there’s nothing new that [the company] can tell
us.” In contrast, other participants felt that when protocols were changing rapidly, they could be
hard to keep up with. For example, P9 explained that she adjusted her behaviour:

Most people weren’t actually paying attention [to new protocols], you’d just look for
keywords. But now you have to, because the policies are changing every day. - P9

To help make sense of rapidly changing information, participants thus appreciated when em-
ployers provided ways to create dialogue about new policies:

[My employers] also gave us a platform to ask questions to get clarifications, or to ask
what you really need to know better or further our understanding. - P11

P14 reported that his employers provided key COVID-19 protocol changes through a WhatsApp
group. P14 felt that this strategy was effective as “it’s easy, it’s fast, it’s timely, you can’t miss a
thing,” and highlighted that such a group allowed for disagreement: “if somebody is not okay with
such information, you can raise it [in the WhatsApp group] or you can suggest something else that
you want.”

4.1.2 Additional COVID-19 information as a requirement for work. Beyond protocol changes, five
of our participants had professions that required them to receive specific, frequent COVID-19 news
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and updates at their workplace. For example, P1 was a law enforcement officer, and had to know
which laws to enforce, while the emergency responders P2 and P4 would use different coordinated
response strategies based on daily local case counts, and the flight attendant P9 had to be informed
of new COVID-19 regulations impacting every destination. These professions required employees
to receive additional, frequent updates about the local spread of the virus or changes to local laws.
These workers reported feeling up-to-date with what was happening in their local area, as they
had a consistent source of detailed information about COVID-19 from a source of authority that
they trusted and relied on. For example, P1 stated:

We get updates every time I go to work anyways, so I have a general sense of where
it’s headed, at least in Indiana. - P1

Similarly, when asked about whether she actively stayed up-to-date with COVID-19 news, P9
explained that “just because of the nature of my work [as a flight attendant], I kind of don’t have a
choice because you get a lot of that stuff just coming in”. These types of workers thus received an
additional, mandatory stream of COVID-19 information than those who were only informed of
protocol changes.

4.1.3 Conveying COVID-19 information to others. Beyond understanding information for them-
selves, seven participants also had to convey COVID-19 related information to third parties as
part of their job duties. P12, who worked at a non-profit that offers aid to unhoused people, was a
unique example of this information need. She described creating flyers in Spanish about how to
protect against COVID-19 to reach local Latino immigrant populations, and going to funeral homes
to take pictures of people who had died in the unhoused community to show the direct impact of
the virus to others. P12 described that she struggled to convey the seriousness of COVID-19 to the
community of people she served, and that she felt personal responsibility to make up for the fact
that news often did not reach them.

You have to [provide information] in a way that show your compassion, because
everybody’s not gonna make it to all of these websites. - P12

Though most participants did not have to actively research the information they passed on
to others like P12 did, those who had public-facings role still needed to convey information to
others, for instance customers and patients. Some of our participants explained that conveying store
protocol information to the public could be challenging. For example, P5 recalled that one customer
asked her why she was wearing a mask, and laughed at her answer. In this instance, P5 had to
justify store protocol using information she had researched herself, highlighting that public-facing
employees had to provide external justification for corporate decisions. P5 also highlights that
she “just walked away,” indicating that she was not sure how to enforce the rule and had not been
given enforcement information from her company. This story showcases a common theme, which
is that participants often lacked information and guidance on how to safely enforce protocols. For
example, P9 grappled with how her role changed as a result of these new protocols: “There are
so many policy changes, and not having clear guidelines as to how to enforce them [is difficult].” P9
explained that policy communication and enforcement became an additional duty:

We inform, we don’t enforce. But then with a pandemic, there’s a change in the directive
where you kind of have to enforce. So just negotiating these new expectations has been
quite interesting. - P9

Together, these findings support emergent research that feeling the need to be a source of informa-
tion for others during the COVID-19 pandemic has contributed to the strain placed on essential
workers [68].
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4.2 Workers needed information to assess personal risk
Workers also needed information to make judgments about how their personal safety might be
impacted by the ongoing crisis. Our participants explained that their primary concerns about their
workplace safety were related to their health and financial risk.

4.2.1 Gauging risk of COVID-19 at work. Our participants felt that their jobs put them at higher
risk of contracting COVID-19, especially for those who were routinely exposed to members of the
public. For example, P6 described that she became “super paranoid,” and that after a shift of work
she would “almost burn my clothes” to avoid contaminating her home.

Some participants reported that their workplace took actions to help them gauge their own risk
at work. This can take the form of explaining how protocols protect workers. For example, P10
explained that his patients cannot wear masks for certain procedures, but he was still informed
how he can protect himself in other ways during the treatment. Multiple participants mentioned
that their workplaces would alert them if an employee had tested positive, and P5 reported this
made her feel her employers were “on top of things.” However, these communications have to be
made proactively by the employer, and participants had little visibility into whether these were
accurate, which could be stressful. P7 felt that her workplace had “failed” at doing enough to keep
employees safe, stating that she heard “certain people have come in contact with [COVID-positive]
people and they haven’t been notified.”

A few participants we interviewed were highly anxious about the prospect of catching COVID-19
at work, and sought information outside of their workplaces to help them make safety decisions.
P5 and P8 were deeply worried for their own safety or that of the people they lived with due to
potential virus exposure during their job as public-facing employees. P8 described that when she
started listening to the news about COVID-19 in March, she wore face masks at work before they
became mandatory, but found that she “looked ridiculous, because nobody was doing it”. P5 also
described how she sought information outside of work to protect herself:

If I see the numbers start to spike in [my area], I might decide not to go to work. Or I
might decide to wash my hands more frequently, I would want that information so I
can keep myself safe and my mom safe. - P5

4.2.2 Assessing financial risk. In addition to being concerned about their physical health, partici-
pants expressed concern about their job security. Although our participants were deemed “essential
workers,” their workplaces were not immune from financial strain. Seven of our participants said
that their work status was impacted due to the pandemic. A majority of these workers said their
work hours had been cut, two expressed that their time at work had increased, P3 was laid off the
week that we interviewed him, and P13 got a second job to supplement her income during the
pandemic. Uncertain availability of paid working time was a source of stress for participants, as
P9 explained that when she was down to zero hours one week, she was “having a panic attack,
thinking what do I do?”, while P11 said that her “life has changed both social and financially” since
the pandemic started. Thus, workplace communications about staffing changes or working hours
could lead to additional stress. For example, P5 received an email with updates on low sales numbers
at her store, and said she was “hoping the store doesn’t go into a financial tailspin.” Some participants
also followed the news to understand if their workplace might be affected by the crisis. For example,
P4 explained that he kept track of local reopening regulations because his workload was closely
tied to the amount of tourists visiting the area.
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4.3 Workers needed to stay informed of current events while maintaining mental
health

Outside of work, our participants reported engaging in many of the information seeking behaviours
more generally associated with crisis events. Consistent with prior crisis literature and findings
about COVID-19 news behavior [48], 13 of 14 participants described that their news consumption
increased, especially in the early stages of the pandemic. Even participants who generally were
less interested in news, such as P1, exhibited this behavior:

I used to not follow the news at all. Or maybe not not at all, but not a lot. And with
[COVID-19], it’s just gone up because I’m curious about what’s been happening. - P1

Especially in the early phases of the pandemic, participants reported exposing themselves to a
variety of media sources. All participants identified social media as a source of information, with
other frequently cited sources of information being national newspapers (10 interviews), local
newspapers (8), email (6) and TV (6).

4.3.1 Rapid information exchange and collective sensemaking. Rapid information exchanges and
collective sensemaking are known to be prominent behaviors following the outbreak of a crisis [64],
and our participants exchanged in these practices both within and outside of work settings. As our
participants physically attended work throughout the pandemic, they could exchange information
about COVID-19 in-person. Six participants cited in-person discussions with co-workers as an
important way they kept track of news about COVID-19. For example, P3 and P4 explained that
they would naturally exchange information with coworkers:

We would talk about [COVID-19] on a daily basis, whenever we got to work. We’d talk
how everyone is doing or how they’re taking care of their kids, so it’s mostly through
the grapevine. Sometimes we would email each other stories from a local news website,
but I’m not like checking the [local city] news or online news sources on a daily basis
or anything like that. - P3

When we first get on to start the shift, we’re usually just hanging around, saying
“What’s going on with this?,” “What’s happened?,” “What’s new?,” “Do we know of any
new restrictions for PPE?” You know, just anything we’ve heard. And so it’s largely a
think tank of “Oh, I heard this, Oh I read this.” That sort of thing back and forth at the
table for work, and less of a organized top down informational release. - P4

In P3’s case, he noted that these conversations could replace having to seek out information on
his own. Notably, the three first responders we interviewed all mentioned these types of daily
information exchanges as a key source of information about COVID-19, which would take place
during roll-call, when they started their shift, or during down time when waiting for a call. Some
participants also mentioned that their workplaces facilitated rapid information exchange through
providing them with online groups. For example, P9 named a company Facebook group as a key
way that she discussed new COVID-19 updates with her coworkers, saying the content ranged
from funny (a meme of Tom Hanks saying “shame on you” for not wearing a mask) to serious
(discussions about which states were seeing outbreaks) to discussions of new company policies.
Although P9 appreciated that this Facebook group was relevant to her and a good way to keep up
with COVID-19 news, she was wary of posting on the group too much because she believed that
“at a time when we are overstaffed, this will be a great way to get rid of people for being in violation of
[the social media policy].” Many employees also engaged in rumoring behaviors through unofficial
channels outside of their workplaces, especially at the local level.
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Eight participants sought local updates through online community resources that were not
official local news outlets. P3 said that he found “the subreddits for specific cities pretty helpful to
know the discussion”, and P4 talked about his county’s busy local Facebook group:

Now there’s lots of discussion as to things going on and ranting opinion pieces, espe-
cially with COVID happening and no one can get outside. - P4

Some participants reported that their workplaces also gave them additional general COVID-19
information and public health guidelines that they could use in their personal lives. For example,
P2 reported that his employer sent his team an email saying to “take social distancing seriously,
don’t go out and party, don’t go to the bars, and don’t go the gym” because these activities are “high
risk.” P4, a healthcare worker, felt that “outside of work, I tend to be one of the people in my group
that is most up to date on [COVID-19] simply because I work in the field.” However, such additional
information was not provided in most workplaces, so workers still felt a need to seek additional
information outside of work. For example, P7 explained:

Maybe I like to be more informed about stuff... So I’m trying to keep myself informed
of my own at home with everything in the media and making sure that I’m staying on
top of things, but I don’t feel like our practice is keeping us informed. - P7

4.3.2 Dealing with the “Infodemic.” When workers sought additional information about COVID-19,
they encountered contradictory and polarized information. Participants often decided whether
they trusted information based on the perceived source, with some highlighting they trusted public
individuals, governmental entities, specific journalistic institutions, or scientific institutions and
public health organizations. Yet when asked why they trusted an institution, participants were
often taken aback, and stated that either they had built up that trust over time, or that they assumed
there was some governing process that vetted the information. P11 highlighted “if I have to start
doubting them, then I’d be having doubts about all information.” Participants reported that they often
saw contradictory versions of the same story presented, and this could make them unsure about
what to believe. When prompted, participants often tried to reason through the motivations of an
information source, which were usually perceived to be either political or financial.

You probably have to look at both sides, either with a grain of salt, or you should do
your own research and just take your own opinion from your own research. - P7
[News about COVID-19 is] just clickbait so that they get more clicks and they make
more money. You know, how they do that thing, where the more likes and more
comments you get, the more money you can make? - P10

Participants often felt they were second-guessing motivations so much they were no longer sure
what to trust. P1 said “people just don’t know what to believe and that scares people.” Participants thus
perceived that it was challenging to cut through news commentary to obtain accurate information
about COVID-19. For example, P10 found that he did not trust larger outlets because they were
“exaggerating facts”. P11 held a similar view, and explained that the reason she prefers a particular
news channel over others is that she had the impression “they report facts, I’m not interested in
people’s opinions.”

4.3.3 Keeping up with COVID-19 news coverage led to information overload, stress and anxiety.
Previous work has identified that volume and variety of information channels can contribute to
feelings of information overload [10]. In line with other findings about COVID-19 and information
exposure [66], most participants expressed feeling exhausted by keeping up with COVID-19 news.
In a statement that seems to encompass the way many participants were feeling at the beginning
of the pandemic, P2 expressed that he struggled because “nothing is guaranteed, nothing is known,
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the information changes so much so quickly.” Participants also felt that there was no break from
COVID-19 information: “I’m up at 4:30 in the morning, looking at news” states P12, and P6 opines
“it’s just a constant, 24/7 stream, since it started.”

The stress of information overload was particularly acute for participants who felt they were
financially or physically vulnerable. Three participants described experiencing intense emotional
distress near the beginning of the pandemic which they felt was a direct result of obsessing over
the news cycle. P8 described experiencing a panic attack:

In the beginning, I was glued to the TV. I was watching and watching and I was getting
overwhelmed. And I wasn’t noticing. Until I had a panic attack. I felt that I couldn’t
breathe. I was — it was horrible. Never in my life, have I had something like that. - P8

In all three cases, the participant sensed an immediate threat from COVID-19: either someone in
their care was vulnerable or they were vulnerable. P8 described how being around customers with
unknown COVID-19 status made her fearful, stating “I don’t know where they’ve been.” P5 said that
the reason her news consumption increased is because she wanted to know whether she should
quit her job to protect her elderly mother, but that soon she received “too much information, and it
was just really making me anxious.”

4.3.4 Participants developed coping strategies to limit their information intake. In a feeling many
echoed, P6 stated “I just want to take a break” from COVID-19 information. Given the overload,
many participants seemed to have reached or be afraid of reaching a breaking point, and they
developed strategies for managing their information intake. Coping strategies were sometimes
deliberate actions taken to limit stress and anxiety, whereas others developed them naturally
or subconsciously. All participants showed some coping mechanism for dealing with excessive
information, which included using humor to cope with serious news, deleting news or social media
apps from their phone, and focusing on only local case counts instead of media narratives.

Consistent information distributed at work helped some participants manage their information
intake. For example, P1 did not feel a need to keep close track of how the spread of the COVID-19
pandemic evolved, because he received daily updates at his workplace about the number of new
local cases. P9 similarly stated that, because her work updated her with information from a variety
of sources, she did not feel a need to actively research new COVID-19 information. Although P3 still
researched COVID-19 outside of work, he felt that his work ensured he was the most up-to-date
with new developments of his social group. Notably, in these cases, employees were receiving
additional information about COVID-19 from their workplaces, and not only protocol updates.

5 DISCUSSION
This study explores what essential workers’ information needs were and how they navigated the
COVID-19 information landscape in the months after the virus spread to the U.S. We introduce a
framework of essential worker information needs that builds and ties into existing work in crisis
informatics. Our results expose the potential benefits of receiving information through work, and
the possible additional stressors placed on essential workers. Finally, the findings point to central
points of failure and potential communication strategies that companies may seek to implement.
A key contribution of this paper is a framework of the information needs of essential workers

during a sustained crisis (see Table 2). Studies into the experiences of essential workers during
COVID-19 have consistently highlighted the importance of workplace crisis communication to
limit disease transmission risk and negative mental health outcomes [27, 38, 51]. Separately, many
studies have identified that conflicting information about COVID-19, uncertainty about the virus,
and a politicized media climate could lead to information overload, anxiety, and stress [2, 23, 61, 69].
Through focusing on essential worker information needs, we explore how COVID-19 workplace
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Table 2. Framework of Essential Worker Information Needs in a Sustained Crisis.

Essential Worker Information Need Description Information Source

1. Fulfill Job Requirements
Workers need to know how the crisis
continually impacts the day-to-day
fulfilment of their job duties.

Information provided
primarily by employer.

2. Assess Personal Risk
Workers need to understand how to
manage their own health and financial
risks.

Information provided
both by employer and
outside media sources.

3. Keep up with Crisis News Coverage
Workers need to stay informed
about crisis-related news while
maintaining mental health.

Information provided
primarily by outside
media sources.

communication and outside information seeking behaviours could interact to either ease crisis
information processing or become a source of additional stress. Based on our findings, we broadly
grouped the information needs of essential workers to 1) obtaining information needed to fulfill job
requirements, 2) assessing personal risk, and 3) keeping upwith crisis news coverage. Failure to meet
these information needs could result in finding job duties harder or impossible to complete, increased
anxiety from fear of contracting the virus, sustained news exposure, or job status uncertainty, and
information overload or avoidance. It is our hope that future researchers can use this framework to
assess the adequacy of information provided to essential workers. In particular, our framework
may be used to centralize survey-based assessments of COVID-19 information in the workplace. At
scale, distinguishing these three information needs and how they are addressed by employers may
also shed light into which industries may need more support in future crises. Practitioners and
employers may equally use this framework to gauge their own workplace information practices.

Our findings also provide context for how the need to “keep up with crisis news coverage” plays
out in a prolonged crisis. Previous work highlights that information-seeking behavior shifts as a
population moves through temporal stages of disaster [33, 49, 55, 62], and social media activity
remains high even during multi-day events [25, 32]. Emergent work conducted in the United
Kingdom on people’s interaction with COVID-19 information posits an unfolding, intensifying, and
maintaining stage of information discovery during the pandemic [40]. Our findings provide further
evidence for the intensifying and maintaining stages, as we witness increased information seeking
among participants, which create an environment of information overload where people develop
coping strategies to sustain information intake in the long term. Our study focuses on the first
two to five month period after COVID-19 was first detected in the U.S. Although this timeframe is
longer than most crisis events explored in the crisis informatics literature, future studies may seek
to gain insights into how these habits developed over an even longer time period.
Our framework provides a rationale for when essential workers might seek out work-related

information outside of the workplace, and when seeking out external information is a potential point
of failure or breakdown in communication. In ideal cases, all workers receive all the information
needed to fulfill job requirements through their workplace. However, large-scale surveys of workers
in multiple industries have found that protocols can sometimes be conflicting, not realistic in
employee work environments, or that employees are not told how to enforce them [27, 42]. Such
points of protocol breakdowns were also described in our interviews, and some participants reported
that this could drive them to seek out additional information just to complete basic work duties. We
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also find further evidence that essential workers in caretaking roles feel particular stress as a result
of others relying on them for COVID-19 information, supporting trends in other work [47, 68, 71].

Another reason for employees to seek information outside of their workplace was the need for
additional information about workplace safety. In our interviews, this often happened either when
workers felt they were particularly vulnerable, or when workplaces failed to adequately safeguard
workplace safety. We also find evidence that when essential workers do seek information about
COVID-19 outside of their workplace, they may be particularly negatively impacted, especially
if they feel personally vulnerable and have to continually expose themselves to increased risks
in public. This finding is in line with survey studies that have linked high COVID-19 fear and
low perceived safety in essential workplaces with negative mental health outcome [31]. In this
context, we would posit that seeking information outside of the workplace could be a compounding
reason for why workers who perceive their workplaces as more unsafe and themselves to be
more at risk have poorer mental health during a sustained crisis. Future research may seek to
empirically validate this relationship, as well as the relationship between worker information
seeking behaviours during a crisis and job security.

Nonetheless, we also find some evidence that going to work in person could help workers manage
the COVID-19 “infodemic” in ways that were inaccessible to remote workers. Previous work has
shown that there are particular benefits to in-person rumoring behaviors as a sensemaking process,
and that interpersonal communications can help ease crisis-related stress [77]. Our participants
described daily acts of sharing news and updates with each other in-person, and some counted this
as one of the key ways they kept up-to-date with COVID-19 news. Additionally, some workers felt
that they could rely on the COVID-19 updates they received at work as their primary information
source about the crisis, and this helped them limit their overall information intake. Scholars fear
that sustained exposure to COVID-19 information may lead to information fatigue or avoidance [15,
35, 59], and we see some evidence that participants who have otherwise stopped keeping up with
COVID-19 information still receive enforced streams of information through work. This observation
suggests that workplaces may provide a way to help combat the adverse effects of information
avoidance or information fatigue from prolonged crisis information exposure.

At the same time, the types of information streams supplied to employees varied by occupation
type, and some workplaces were set up to more effectively fulfill worker information needs than
others. While healthcare workers are trained to reason about public health information, the same
is not true of other essential industries [52]. Though few studies compare experiences of essential
workers across industries, one survey contrasted healthcare workers with non-healthcare essential
workers and found that non-healthcare essential workers are more worried about the possibility of
contracting COVID-19, and report worse emotional experiences [73]. The authors hypothesize that
one reason for this discrepancy may be that non-healthcare essential workers are less informed
about safety practices at work or that safety protocols are not adhered to adequately in their
workplaces. Although we do not have enough participants to make comparative claims, the current
study provides further evidence that feeling unsure about which sources to trust and not feeling
safe at work contribute to higher information overload and increased stress.
As well as healthcare workers, our findings may indicate that first responder occupations also

foster distinct information behaviors. In particular, first responders may be more used to coping
with high-pressure situations, and first response workplaces may be more adequately setup to cope
with and distribute information about rapidly changing crises. We see this play out in our study as
some professions seemed to have daily meetings that were set up for information exchange (e.g. P1
has roll call at the start of the work day, P4 has a briefing meeting at the start of each shift). These
meetings seemed to naturally lend themselves to exchanging information about the developing
crisis, and contributed to workers feeling more informed generally, but did not happen across the
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board for workers in other lines of work. Further occupation-specific work is needed to identify
the interplay between occupation type and how much their workplace acts as an important and
reliable stream of COVID-19 information. Based on our findings, there is some evidence to suggest
that different workplaces are unequally set up to provide rapid, high pressure information.
The information needs highlighted in this study point to promising directions for future work-

place crisis communications. Workplace inadequacy to inform workers about how COVID-19
impacts health and safety has been framed as a “moral injury” [22]. Material about how to commu-
nicate COVID-19 procedures to workers highlights the importance of sharing guidance in accessible
ways through multiple channels [1, 50]. We find that the more workplaces are able to satisfy essen-
tial worker information needs in a reliable, timely, and comprehensive way, the less employees will
feel inclined to turn to other sources, which can have negative mental health consequences. In fact,
our findings imply that workplaces may consider providing additional information about COVID-19
beyond what is required for the fulfilment of job duties, as this strategy might help to prevent
information overload outside of work. When informing workers about protocol changes and job
requirements, we find evidence that facilitating information exchanges (either through in-person
settings, or online using WhatsApp or Facebook groups) can allow workers to clarify unrealistic
policies and provide feedback. However, we acknowledge that these systems must be implemented
in ways that respect worker privacy and work-life boundaries. Together, these findings imply that
workplaces taking on the task of processing, making sense of new information, and making realistic
decisions about how new information should impact working environments helped to alleviate
how much workers worried about COVID-19 in and outside of work.

6 LIMITATIONS
Crisis research often requires amending usual collection and analysis strategies, which can mean
smaller sample sizes, rapidly shifting frames that make comparison hard, and opportunistic sam-
pling strategies [3]. Some of these issues are reflected in the current research. We recruited some
participants using Facebook Ads and ran interviews via video calls, so our sample is biased towards
participants who have access to the internet and use Facebook regularly. We also ran ads and
conducted interviews in English, so only English-speakers are represented in this study, though we
note multiple participants stated they emigrated from another country. Another trade-off we made
was to collect fewer sensitive demographics to speed up the recruitment process, which limits
how much this study can tell us about how the race, income, and political leanings of participants
inform their interactions with their information work and practices. We also focused this study on
the U.S., which may limit the broad applications of our findings to other countries.

7 CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a widespread impact on all aspects of daily life in the U.S. for over a
year. During quarantine, a heavy burden fell to essential workers across industries as they continued
in-person job duties despite personal risk. In this study, we interviewed 14 essential workers in the
U.S. about their COVID-19 information practices. We propose that essential workers in times of
sustained crisis needed to obtain information to 1) fulfill their job requirements, 2) assess personal
risk, and 3) keep up with crisis news coverage. We identify that workplace crisis communications
satisfy some, but not all essential worker information needs. Our work also shows how the unique
sustained nature of the COVID-19 crisis event led to information overload. Extending prior findings,
we observe that the sustained nature of COVID-19 meant that participants were unable to move on
from the crisis until they developed personal coping processes to help manage the information. Our
findings suggest that workplace communications can act as a mediating force that can potentially
alleviate the additional load of continually seeking outside information about COVID-19.
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